Acquisition of Learning and Empathy Towards Patients in Nursing Students Through Online Escape Room: An Exploratory Qualitative Study
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Background: Currently, there are still prejudices and negative beliefs towards people with severe mental disorder. The stigma of healthcare professionals can affect both recovery time and patients’ own self-stigma. In universities, it is necessary to reduce these prejudices through training on mental health.

Purpose: The purpose of this research has been to assess the use of educational escape rooms as a learning and awareness strategy on stigmatizing attitudes towards people with serious mental disorders in university students.

Methods: An online escape room has been designed whose narrative shows the daily life of a person with a serious mental illness. An exploratory qualitative study has been carried out to explore the perception of 44 university students from two Andalusian universities about this escape room.

Results: The results of the study show that most of the interviewed students consider that the educational escape room has been a fun and motivating learning strategy, which has allowed them to learn cooperatively and empathize with the protagonist with a mental disorder.

Conclusion: Online escape rooms can be a useful strategy for teaching health sciences students. Considering it a fun activity, students are more participatory and engaged to the curricular content, in our case, stigmatizing attitudes towards people with serious mental disorders.
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Introduction

Playful Strategies

Recently, playful strategies are being investigated in educational contexts, with the main objective of increasing student motivation and involving them in their learning processes.1,2 In addition to increasing academic motivation, the use of gamification can provide other advantages such as improving communication, social climate, participant relationships and a significant improvement in academic achievement.3

To design effective gamifications, the MDA model (Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics) is used, which seeks to achieve the proposed objectives through different game elements.4 The mechanics and dynamics are the instrumental part that allow achieving objectives such as learning curricular content, skills, or competences. The aesthetics allow students to feel motivated and achieve an immersion typical of video game environments.
games. The aesthetics envelop the entire program creating an atmosphere full of sensations and feelings that guide the action of the individuals who participate.

Following the growing success of gamification in education, the use of escape rooms in education is also developing. An escape room is an immersive cooperative adventure game. Players must exit a physical or digital room, solving a series of playful quizzes, puzzles, or challenges. Escape rooms have a specific narrative. For example, an apocalypse, imminent danger, a narrative based on a book, or any situation that can be motivating. Escape rooms have been shown to foster character and have a positive effect on participation and performance. Its main use has been to evaluate or teach curricular content. Specifically in the health field, escape rooms have been shown to be effective in facing stressful situations, consolidating basic routines and procedures.

Playful strategies make it possible to achieve flow. Flow is a mental state of total immersion in which the person is completely focused on the activity. This immersion in which the attention is completely focused on the activity allows the processing of information in a meaningful way. To achieve this state, it is necessary to immerse yourself in the activity, which is pleasant, and the difficulty is considered by the person as a challenge. Escape rooms offer playful challenges and can promote this state of flow.

Stigma in Serious Mental Disorder
People who are diagnosed with Serious Mental Disorder (SMI) have to cope with the impact of the diagnosis and the stigma associated with having SMI. Beliefs about people with SMI can be disabling on a social, occupational and health level. This series of beliefs has a negative impact on all the areas mentioned above, preventing these people from leading a normal life. The prejudices about this group are that they are dangerous, unstable, vague and even that they are responsible for their own disorder. This set of beliefs imply that people identify with them through an internalization process, identified as self-esteem. People with SMI see their life even more limited by their own beliefs about themselves.

In previous studies, it has been possible to verify that the healthcare workers who attend this population group have the same level of prejudice about this group and their beliefs influence the clinical judgment of professionals. Furthermore, it has been shown that stigma on the part of healthcare personnel influences recovery time.

Previous experiences have shown that it is possible to reduce people’s stigma through forums, talks or direct contact. In the video game industry, several video games have been designed with a narrative in which people with a mental disorder appear, for example The Town of Light, Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice and Celeste, seeking user awareness and empathy.

However, there is little research that evaluates the impact on the sensitization of these products in the players. Recently, it has been investigated that virtual reality and serious gaming could be beneficial to reduce stigma. For example, Stigma-Stop is a virtual game whose purpose is to sensitize participants about serious mental disorder. Participants must network and collaborate with 4 characters with SMI to win the game. After interacting with each of the characters, another mini games appear in which it is necessary to highlight the positive aspects of that person with SMI. In this game, the characters also show prototypical behaviors of people with SMI, which makes it easier to identify them in real life.

Following the research on the awareness of university students through playful strategies, this study starts from the need to deepen the application of online escape rooms to reinforce the subject about Mental Health in healthcare degrees. The research questions are: (1) How do university students perceive escape rooms? (2) Are escape rooms beneficial for the learning of university students of healthcare degree? (3) Are escape rooms useful to sensitize students about prejudices towards people with severe mental disorders?

Materials and Methods
Participants
This research was carried out with students from the Faculty of Healthcare of two Andalusian universities. An educational escape room to raise awareness of serious mental disorder was implemented as part of their academic curriculum.

A total of 197 students participated in the online escape room during the 2020/2021 academic year. Once the escape room was completed, each student was voluntarily offered to answer an online survey of open questions. This survey was completed by a total of 44 students (22% of the participants), 29 women and 15 men, aged between 19 and 38 years (M = 24.73; SD = 7.48).
To select the participating students, a convenience sample was chosen. The inclusion criterion was the willingness to participate in the escape room organized by the teachers and the researchers and the willingness to fill in the final survey.

Before data collection, students were informed about the nature of the study, assured of their anonymity, and gave their written consent. The final evaluation was carried out by the class teachers according to written instructions. Students completed the questionnaire during a regular class.

The entire process was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants also gave their oral and written informed consent for their participation in the study and subsequent publication of anonymous responses. Ethical approval was obtained from the Research Ethics Committee of the University of Almería (Ref. UALBIO 2021/01).

Procedure

The escape room was designed and executed for the subject “Mental Health” in the first year of the Nursing degree at two Andalusian universities. The application of the escape room was carried out jointly between the teacher coordinating the subject and two professionals from the research team. Prior to the application, two teachers were trained on playful methodologies and the necessary resources were designed.

Due to the proposed sanitary measures due to COVID-19, the escape room was designed online. The objective of the online escape room was to reinforce the learning of the contents about serious mental disorder in a motivating way.

To carry out the escape room, a bibliographic review on prejudices about mental health was carried out. In addition, interviews were conducted with people affected by SMI and professionals who work with these people, such as psychologists and nurses. It was concluded that these people suffered discrimination in their social, work and health environment. The experiences narrated by these people helped create the narrative and game elements that these experiences contained. Thus, the escape room sought to reflect the context and specific situations in which people with SMI experience discrimination. Additionally, the escape room included information on SMI medication and its side effects.

The escape room was made with the Genial.ly digital platform. It was chosen to facilitate distribution by different universities. Before starting the escape room, the students had to go through an explanatory tutorial to understand the operation of the platform. The escape room images were designed through the FreePik resource bank with a Premium license.

Regarding the game design of the escape room, it has a linear structure. Solving one clue will give the object to solve for the next clue, and so on and so forth until the students escape. Tasks in a linear room must be solved in a particular order.

It was carried out online and synchronously. The average duration of the escape room was 60 minutes. The university’s learning platform was used to post the Genial.ly link with the escape room and solve it in online rooms. The students had to solve it in teams of 4 people. Each of these groups was in a separate room where the teacher and the researchers could enter to answer questions or give clues. The students were offered all the clues they requested. This decision was made because it is important that all students finish the escape room so that they have all the information about the content taught (prejudices and self-stigma towards people with SMI, medication of mental health patients and leisure as a protective factor for Mental health).

The escape room narrative involves waking up in a room without any memories of who or where you are. You must overcome different challenges until you know that your name is Enrique, you have a serious mental disorder, and you have a normal life (You have a job, you pay bills for your apartment, you take medication, and you are going to have a date with a friend).

The design of the different tasks of the escape room was (See Figure 1):

- Computer

  In this room there were elements hidden around the room (click and point) that allow knowing the password of a computer. Inside this computer there is information about Enrique (social networks, notes and browsing history). Access to the computer allows to solve the following task for the following tests. Also, on the computer were links to two awareness videos on severe mental disorder.

- Diary and mobile phone

  Through a code hidden in the diary, the mobile can be accessed. Conversations with the hospital’s nurses, psychologists, family, and friends can be read on Enrique’s mobile phone. These conversations reflect the concerns and limited relationships that Enrique has. Some responses to his messages can be interpreted as condescension,
childishness, and other behaviors that people with SMI reported in previous interviews. Conversations with nurses and healthcare personnel reflect the side effects that medication can have on these people, such as difficulties in sexual and emotional life. It is also narrated how these people may have a perception of the world different from the norm.

- Safe and door

The safe is opened by means of a phrase that is encoded in the computer. To decode it, it will be necessary to find the decoding key found in one of the rooms. This coded information allows the safe to be opened using information contained in the mobile phone and in the bedroom.

The box finally gives you the key to get out the door. When you click the door again, there is a conclusion message. This message gives statistical information about SMI and the possibility that the player may have an SMI in the future.

All this information was told as a first-person story. In this way, the protagonist was allowed to “remember” who he was and that he needed to leave home to have a date with an important person. In a synthetic way, the escape room is a first-person investigation of the protagonist.

Data Collection

The general objective of the study was to explore and describe the assessment of the health sciences students on the experience of performing an educational escape room to raise awareness of mental disorders. The design was exploratory and descriptive, based on the qualitative methodology.25

The data for this study was collected between October 2020 and March 2021. The permission to collect data was requested in writing from participating students who voluntarily filled out the open-ended survey after participating in the escape room.

The university teachers of the subjects where the escape room was applied received written information about the purpose of the study and how it would be carried out. The 44 students who chose to participate in the study were asked to answer an online survey conducted with Google Forms where they were asked to describe their experience and answer the following questions: “What did you think of the escape room?” “Would you recommend to other students to participate in the escape room, why?” “What did you like the most about the escape room?” “What would you improve on the escape room?” and “Do you have any additional comments about the escape room?”. These questions were open-ended, so that the students could answer freely and thus favor a deeper exploration of their answers.26

The participants reported their opinions on the use of educational escape rooms and answered the survey questions, previously accepting their consent to participate. The email of one of the principal investigators was added in case they had questions or suggestions about the study.

Data Analysis

All the surveys were grouped in the same document for transcription. All quotations cited in this document have
been supported and analyzed by the ATLAS.ti software (version 8.4.2, ATLAS.ti Scientific Software Development GmbH, Berlin, Germany), then translated from Spanish to English from transcripts.

After collecting the transcript, open coding was performed first. It consists of a careful examination of the data to identify the meaning of the students’ responses. To ensure the validity and thoroughness of the analysis, two researchers separately recorded the first open codes exposing the thoughts and meanings of the surveys. Then, these two researchers combined their codes and unified or divided one of them if necessary. In case of doubts about the interpretation, the help of a third investigator was requested. In this phase, the categories and subcategories were related. Finally, the categories were organized into a network of relationships or concept map. Structural networks or flow diagrams graphically represent possible structures or systems of relationships between categories or codes. This phase was also carried out from the discussion of two researchers, and, in case of disagreement, a third researcher was contacted.

Results
After the analysis of the interviews conducted with the nursing students, the following categories were identified (See Tables 1–3).

### Table 1 Main Category 1: Escape Room Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Category</th>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>Number of Statements</th>
<th>Examples of Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escape room</td>
<td>Gamification elements</td>
<td>41 from 44, 93.18%</td>
<td>What I liked the most was the narrative … the fact of getting to know the character little by little while you were playing. (S17) I have really enjoyed the challenges. Our team had to think a lot about how to open each lock, but we managed to get Enrique out. (S20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fun</td>
<td>40 from 44, 90.91%</td>
<td>It has been super fun and entertaining, it’s great to be able to do these activities from time to time. (S36) I have found the way in which they have proposed to teach us very funny. I wish we could repeat it! (S41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>36 from 44, 81.82%</td>
<td>Everything in general has motivated me, both the way in which you have to look for the clues and the story. It would be very useful for those people who do not take into account mental illness and who unfortunately suffers a large part of the population. (S1) I found it very funny and motivating, the truth is that you are so focused that you do not realize what is happening around you. (S43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>34 from 44, 77.27%</td>
<td>I have felt the need to know what was happening and how to end the escape room. It has thrilled me. (S8) The narrative has made us forget everything else and want to keep playing to help Enrique. (S44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: S (which stands for student) and a number (which was chosen for each student in a linear order).

### Escape Room Design

The elements of this gamification have been the game mechanics (challenges and tasks related to the curricular content) and narrative.

On the one hand, several students mention that the escape room was complex but that despite this, they were able to escape. The goal of preparing a challenging but achievable design was to achieve flow status and increase motivation. The design of these elements has been valued positively to favor the autotelic experience or flow experience and they have been considered fun.

On the other hand, the narrative stands out as an immersive and enjoyable element. In educational escape rooms, the immersive experience is very important to motivate students. For the experience to be credible, it is necessary that the narrative and the challenges are connected to the educational message to convey.

### Empathy and Learning

The main objective of the educational escape rooms is to create an immersive learning environment, where game elements are incorporated to work on the educational and social purposes proposed by the teacher. The results of the survey show how students have perceived the escape room as a motivating way of learning the contents of the subject and specially how it has helped them to become aware of...
serious mental disorder. Students also indicated that they were motivated and enjoyed working as a team.

**Improvement Proposals**

One of the survey questions was to mention what could be improved in the escape room. It should be noted that many students wrote that they would not improve anything, as they had liked the experience. However, any educational activity has a range of improvement. Within this category, the subcategories found were continuity of recreational activities (9.09%), longer duration of the escape room (6.83%), more tracks (6.83%) and increasing difficulty (2.27%).

**Discussion**

This research reports the results of an exploratory qualitative study on educational escape rooms in subjects from the Faculty of Health Sciences at a higher education institution.
These results provide information on the students’ assessment of educational escape rooms for their learning process and to raise awareness about the stigma towards people with severe mental disorders. Based on these results, it can be suggested that the appropriate design and use of educational escape rooms can have a positive impact on the motivation, flow, and perceived learning of university students.

The findings on academic motivation are related to the results of previous research, and reaffirm that escape rooms favor student participation. These results have appeared in the reports of both men and women, so it can be considered that escape rooms can be effective for both sexes.

A novel and relevant finding of this study is that it provides significant data on the opportunity to design escape rooms that favor empathy and awareness in students. The ability to empathize and be sensitive to people with severe mental disorders is important for students in the social and health area as future professionals who will deal with these patients. Little research has been done to address stigma awareness in university students with playful strategies, so this work makes an important contribution to this growing field of research by reporting a success case in which a such an escape room in a higher education setting.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, educational institutions had to make an urgent shift from face-to-face education to online education or towards hybrid models. One of the reasons the escape room was designed online was so that any student could do it, even though they were confined. Thanks to the positive comments received in the escape room, it can be affirmed that online escape rooms can be a valuable educational resource that can be hosted on the Blackboard or another educational platform. In addition, online escape rooms are highly reusable for the following years.

**Limitations**
The results of this study represent the responses of forty-four college students. A possible limitation of this study is the limited number of respondents. Furthermore, as it was not an interview, it was not possible to delve into the students’ responses that could offer a greater perspective and reflection on the use of escape rooms in the classroom. Another limitation of the study is the lack of a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods that would improve the validity of the research. Due to this, future studies are needed that deepen the capacity of playful strategies, such as escape rooms, to promote awareness and learning of university students.

**Further Studies**
New studies need to be developed on playful learning strategies that can be developed at the university level. This could potentially be helpful in building the motivation, professional skills, and awareness necessary for professional development.

An interesting aspect that deserves a more in-depth study is to delve into which are the game elements that most motivate students and make a comparison between different playful strategies such as gamification, game-based learning, and escape rooms. Another question that could be studied further is whether escape rooms could be effective in raising awareness of other vulnerable groups.

**Conclusion**
The results of this study show how college students felt about an educational escape room for awareness and learning about severe mental disorder. The students were generally satisfied with the escape room and only expressed the need for some minor changes in the program, one of them being that these types of activities are not punctual and that they remain in the academic programs. This shows that students show a great interest in innovative and playful teaching methodologies where they can learn in a practical and fun way, work and collaborate with each other and feel that they have achievable challenges.
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